
sleeps/sleeps                      2. sleeps/is sleeping       3. is sleeping/sleeps

is speaking/speaks          2. speaks/is speaking        3. speaks/speaks

 It rains/is                        2. Does it rains/__                3. Does it rain/is

is it raining?/ starts      2. is it raining/ is starting    3. Does it rain/ starts

 is walking                          2. walks                                   3. walk

is walking/Are you walk?/ Is Jeff walking  2. walk/Does you walk/ Do Jeff walk 

 am sitting/sit              2. siting/sit                               3. sit/sit

1. Shhh. The baby (sleep) .............. . The baby (sleep).......... for ten hours every night.

1.

2 Right now I’m in class. I (sit) ............... at my desk. I usually (sit) ........... at the same
desk in class every day.

  1. am sitting/sit                     2. siting/sit                          3. sit/sit

3 Ali (speak) .......... Turkish. Turkish is his native language, but right now he ...............
(speak) English. 

1.

4 A: (it, rain) .................. a lot in Buenos Aires? B: No. The weather (be) ................
usually warm and sunny.

1.

5 A: Look out the window, (it, rain) .............. ? Should I take my umbrella? B: It (start)
............ to sprinkle.

1.

6 A: Look. It’s Hasan. B: Where? A: Over there. He (walk) ............. out of the bakery. 

1.

7 A: Jeff usually (walk) ............ to work. (walk, you) ............. to work every day, too? B
Yes. A. ................. (Jeff, walk) with you? B. Sometimes. 

1.
      3. walks/ Do you walk/Does Jeff walk

8 A. Flowers! Flowers for sale! Yes sir! Can I help you? B. I’ll take those—the white ones.
A. Here you are, mister. Are they for a special occasion? B. I (buy) .............. them for my
wife. I (buy) .................. her flowers on the first day of every month. 

      1. buy/buying                   2. buying/buying                   3. am buying/buy

9 Right now I’m in class. I (sit) ............... at my desk. I usually (sit) ........... at the same
desk in class every day.

1.

WHAT IS  THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
SIMPLE PRESENT AND PRESENT

CONTINUOUS TENSE?
Name:

Date :

COMPLETE THE SENTENCES BY USING THE WORDS IN  PARENTHESES .  USE
THE SIMPLE PRESENT OR THE PRESENT PROGRESSIVE .
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sleeps/sleeps                      2. sleeps/is sleeping       3. is sleeping/sleeps

is speaking/speaks          2. speaks/is speaking        3. speaks/speaks

 It rains/is                        2. Does it rains/__                3. Does it rain/is

is it raining?/ starts      2. is it raining/ is starting    3. Does it rain/ starts

 is walking                          2. walks                                   3. walk

is walking/Are you walk?/ Is Jeff walking  2. walk/Does you walk/ Do Jeff walk 

 am sitting/sit              2. siting/sit                               3. sit/sit

1. Shhh. The baby (sleep) .............. . The baby (sleep).......... for ten hours every night.

1.

2 Right now I’m in class. I (sit) ............... at my desk. I usually (sit) ........... at the same
desk in class every day.

  1. am sitting/sit                     2. siting/sit                          3. sit/sit

3 Ali (speak) .......... Turkish. Turkish is his native language, but right now he ...............
(speak) English. 

1.

4 A: (it, rain) .................. a lot in Buenos Aires? B: No. The weather (be) ................
usually warm and sunny.

1.

5 A: Look out the window, (it, rain) .............. ? Should I take my umbrella? B: It (start)
............ to sprinkle.

1.

6 A: Look. It’s Hasan. B: Where? A: Over there. He (walk) ............. out of the bakery. 

1.

7 A: Jeff usually (walk) ............ to work. (walk, you) ............. to work every day, too? B
Yes. A. ................. (Jeff, walk) with you? B. Sometimes. 

1.
      3. walks/ Do you walk/Does Jeff walk

8 A. Flowers! Flowers for sale! Yes sir! Can I help you? B. I’ll take those—the white ones.
A. Here you are, mister. Are they for a special occasion? B. I (buy) .............. them for my
wife. I (buy) .................. her flowers on the first day of every month. 

      1. buy/buying                     2. buying/buying                   3. am buying/buy

9 Right now I’m in class. I (sit) ............... at my desk. I usually (sit) ........... at the same
desk in class every day.

1.

WHAT IS  THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
SIMPLE PRESENT AND PRESENT

CONTINUOUS TENSE?
Name:

Date :

COMPLETE THE SENTENCES BY USING THE WORDS IN  PARENTHESES .  USE
THE SIMPLE PRESENT OR THE PRESENT PROGRESSIVE .
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Answer key


